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Inventors protection process
Intended to bridge the dichotomy of protecting inventors interests vs
getting their products connected to the people.
- Copyright © + DATE: this moves the jurisdiction in to Common Law
(criminal offences of theft and vandalism for which people including
executives are personally liable). It is far cheaper and far more effective
than Patents. The following proprietary process is extremely thorough and
well proven, I would be happy to introduce you or any colleagues. The
people and the process are extremely impressive and they independently
value your IP in case fo future claims and will negotiate with interlopers
advising them of their legal position (whilst also getting them to
incriminate themselves). The company who provide the service are here:
http://www.sosinvention.com/
- Trust: Put the IP in to a Trust, this moves the jurisdiction in to a higher
law form known as equity. One of the maxims of Equity is that "equity
will not allow statutes to be used as a cloak for fraud", also where there is
a multiplicity of jurisdictions: "Equity will take jurisdiction to avoid a
multiplicity of suits". It is extremely simple and equally powerful and I
have personal experiences of using it. Trusts are the favourite asset
protection vehicle of the rich and famous. I would add on special purpose
vehicles - LLC, Foundation, etc. to separate out licensing and production,
governed by contracts, which creates a collapsible chain that is extremely
hard to attack, especially if multiple offshore jurisdictions are employed
with the Trust at the end. At the very least simply Copyright all
documents and state that they belong to a Trust – name it how you like, it
does not matter, however this puts your claim to be working in Equity in
writing... indisputable.
- Open sourcing: An inventor or small team sitting on paradigm changing
technology is far more vulnerable if they are the only ones holding the
keys. Attacking an inventor once the invention is out is taking a huge risk
with very little to gain.
- Commercial Licence: can be added to dictate terms in a Contract
through offer and acceptance. This can be used to apply your own terms

to penalise corporate encroachment, including a percentage plus fixed fees,
or whatever you want – it's your property, your contract, your terms...
please see the Trust and Equity Summary document.
NB This also means you can set different terms for different sizes of
companies / organisations... meaning you can potentially get hundreds of
co-developers, co-manufacturers and co-seller / distributors worldwide – a
whole multi-country manufacturing and sales network on commission...
for zero cost.
- Donations: we know Crowd Funding works to one extent or another, and
so do honesty boxes. It therefore seems to make sense that giving away
technology to private individuals (for example) should also be
accompanied by a Donate button – this complies with the Universal law of
a return of energy. By having donations instead of a fixed fee we are
excluding no-one on financial or economic grounds, this means there is no
barrier to adoption through any artificial barrier we create.
START POINT
Simply put:
© (e.g. The Intentional Trust), 2014, All Rights Reserved
on each page of your documents NOW... this is all you need to do initially.
Change the wording in red to reflect your own Trust.
Conscious currency linkage
If inventors can sell their technologies to people, especially communities
(eco, spiritual, conscious, tribal) and money is less of an issue they get a
large market, international demo, sales and distribution network – see the
Conscious Currency Creation document.
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